School Publication Thinks It’s Fucking Funny, Doesn’t It?

Look, here it goes! Talking about itself like it’s so witty and meta

By Mr. Lanman ’15

First Amendment Fight Dept.

(THIS ARTICLE) Despite the collective groans heard resonating in Commons and McEwen every Friday around noon, and despite the thousands of dollars spent in libel suits, gender-neutral strip-tease parties, and swimming pools ENTIRELY FILLED WITH GUAC, the free press tenaciously reigns, and Hamilton’s blue satire rag, the Duel Observer, continues to print its self-aggrandizing,trustafarian propaganda, pretending it’s actually as good as The Onion, or whatever ironically sprawling emails the Poststructuralist Club is cooking up these days.

Today, the campus community was sickened to read another article in which the Duel drew 90% of its humor from humble-braggy self-deprecating asides, and the rest from poop jokes and Nancy Thompson’s Tumblr.

“I’m all about free speech,” Ron Follicles ’16 said as he finished reading yet another asinine article, “but I hope someone spoils Breaking Bad for all of them.”

After reading the Duel at least twice from front to back, other students shared and expanded upon Follicles’s dismay.

“All they do is self-reference and act like they’re so smart and funny, but they’re really not!” Carol Quine ’15 cried. “They make the same jokes every week, and their grammar is horrendous, and sometimes their pictures come out blurry, and their website doesn’t even work, and they’re all stupid and ugly and they probably aren’t even that good at sports!”

Quine purportedly read the entire issue sixty times without finding a scrap of wit or imagination.

The Duel editors have not yet responded publicly to the criticism, which is uncharacteristic for a publication that seems to think it has the right to offend literally everyone. The Hamilton community has expressed hope that the Duel has learned its place, even if its place is on your dining hall table, amusing you to varying degrees.

“I’d rather eat in Commons alone than eat in Commons with a Duel Observer,” Ben Bloom ’17 confided, as he ate in Commons with a Duel Observer.

Bon Appétit realizes nothing stopping them from trapping gien animals and blending them into sips

Club Ento feels overlooked

By Ms. Chappell ’15

Ominivorous Dept.

(MCEWEN) The arrival of a new semester and fresh bouts of seasonal affective disorder has many Hamiltonians eager for the new selection of McEwen’s ever-unplatable sips. To many students’ chagrin, Bon Appétit has recently begun infusing their blended beverages with local wildlife.

“You can only write ‘kale’ so many different fonts and still make it sound interesting,” head chef Tony Nubber said. “And when you consider the rampant inflation in the beet market, it just makes good sense to use raccoon instead.”

The dining hall has since debuted an innovative new collection of sips flavors, including Radish-Musk-rat, Pineapple-Porcupine, and spinach infused with liq-uored bear testicle.

Hamilton’s catering company has hired several specialized employees whose sole job is to scavenge for abandoned carcasses in the Glen.

“We bag a lot of squirls and the occasional possum,” Bon Appétit worker Jeremy Grump reported. “Last week, I found the back half of a deer and an already-fermented fox leg, complete with maggots—that was an especially good day.”

Students are mostly unfazed by this development, though some reported mild surprise at finding tufts of fur in their smoothies.

“I expect the sips to taste like undiluted bobuttebuss, so I didn’t really notice any difference in flavor,” Katherine Bell ’17 said, shrugging. “I admit I was a bit surprised when I found a claw floating at the bottom of the glass, but I figured it was just the central New York version of a cocktail onion.”

These unexpectedly positive reactions have led Bon Appétit to consider how else they can incorporate Clinton’s animal population into their menus. This week, Commons introduced a garlic and crow chowder,

“Happy you of The Shins or Fleet Foxes?” Wilkinson and Cameron have not talked since the car ride incident, despite the fact that they live together in a double.

In response to these accusations of bad taste, Cameron sang at a high volume, “If magic is all we’ve ever known/ then it’s easy to miss what really goes on/ But I’ve seen miracles in every way and I see miracles everyday.”

Upon realizing this was an Insane Clown Posse song, this writer was tempted to pull a double Van Gogh so he would never have to endure such agony again.

Wilkinson is currently searching for a new best friend and travel companion who likes Arcade Fire and feedoras and won’t pee at every rest stop on the way home.

“I have heard of The Shins or Fleet Foxes?” Wilkinson was overheard asking perversely. “If so, you’re in! If not, I have some fun albums for you to listen to.”

In this issue: A job opening!

Add/Drop? More like Bass Drop!!!

GO DOWN WITH THE SHIP

Join The Duel Observer!

Meetings on Sundays at 8pm in KJ 101
THE DUEL OBSERVER PRESENTS: DUEL-GRAMS

Are you a fan of Buffer-Grams, but feel that Valentine’s Day is too far away (and/or a disgusting celebration of rampant consumerism created by the greeting card industry)? Do you like sending messages to people but dislike singing? Are you too lazy and cheap to get your friend a real birthday present?

Try DUEL-GRAMS!!!

Duel-Grams can be sent at any point in the year! They’re the perfect way to let someone know that you acknowledge their existence!

For only $5, you can have a one-of-a-kind, borderline-offensive, and occasionally satirical monologue delivered to the person of your choosing! All proceeds go toward buying a bigger keg for our next party!

Duel-Grams are presented with heartwarming insincerity and vacant, withering, stare from a staff member told they would be fired if they refused to participate!

“After sending my crush a Duel-Gram, absolutely nothing about our relationship changed.” – Ryan Lopez ’15

“When a freshman Duel writer read me my Duel-Gram, I chuckled, but I actually felt pretty uncomfortable.” – Eliza McMillan ’17

“I just use Duel-Grams to remind my students when their labs are due.” – Biology Professor Allison Jenkins

There’s no better way to say, “Eh…” than with a Duel-Gram today!

Shoved under your door by Ms. LaSon ’17

LETTER TO THE JANS: WHAT YOU MISSED LAST SEMESTER

Hey Jans! Welcome to campus. We at the Duel Observer want you to have as smooth a transition as possible to campus, so we have prepared a short summary of last semester’s major events so that you’ll feel like you belong.

• At the beginning of the year, the administration unveiled our new campus mascot, Alex. The costume was purchased on discount at a Jay Leno sex cult yard sale. Some assume that the decision came from the administration’s desire to have one more white man on campus.

• We got a new academic building on campus with a grand total of zero general study spaces. However, Fran Manfredo, our public safety dude, reminded us, yet again, to look both ways before crossing the only street on campus you may ever have to cross. Thanks, Dad.

• WHCL, the radio station, brought Salva and Suicideyear to campus, prompting most people to ask for a new academic building.
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• The administration unveiled our new campus mascot, Alex. The costume was purchased on discount at a Jay Leno sex cult yard sale. Some assume that the decision came from the administration’s desire to have one more white man on campus.

• We got a new academic building on campus with a grand total of zero general study spaces. However, Fran Manfredo, our public safety dude, reminded us, yet again, to look both ways before crossing the only street on campus you may ever have to cross. Thanks, Dad.

• WHCL, the radio station, brought Salva and Suicideyear to campus, prompting most people to ask for a new academic building.

So yeah, that’s what happened so far. We hope you will have a great semester!

Compiled by Mr. Wesley ’16

(Seriously, please love us)

POLL

Winter Break Activities, A Student Poll

- Watching Netflix
- Renewed Netflix subscription
- Should be doing chores, in reality watching Netflix
- Mostly just Netflix
- Netflix?? Yeah

Poll conducted by Ms. Suder ’18

BACHELORETTE OF THE WEEK

Name: Rona Perelle Sherman
Major: Animal Psychology
Sign: Virgo
Hometown: A well-lit neighborhood in Portland, Oregon
Campus Home: President Joanie’s office. We’re third cousins. She’s also my seamstress.

What sparked your interest in animal psychology?

“I just really love animals. It’s not like I’m into bestiality or anything—God no! I mean I’ve thought about it before, don’t get me wrong. Some animals would probably be great in bed, like a lion or a hawk, but, you know, I’d never actually do it.”

Turn on: Exclusive House of Deréon fashion. Anything with real animal fur is absolutely unacceptably. Expect for sloths. Fuck sloths.

Turn off: Animal hunters, poachers, skinners, dentists

Thumbs up: Freshly laundered money, also known as “young money.”

Thumbs down: Ugh, Nazis

I can’t live without: My mansion in the Bahamas

Worst habit: Licking ice

Weaknesses: Cheetos

Contact me if: You don’t mind if I Gone Girl myself if our relationship isn’t working out.

By Mr. Hossain ’18
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